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ABSTRACT:
While most approaches in Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA) currently rely on proprietary software, the interest in free and opensource software (FOSS) for OBIA is growing. This interest stems not only from cost savings, but also from benefits concerning
reproducibility and collaboration. However, technical challenges hamper practical reproducibility, especially when multiple software
packages are involved. In this study, we use the Docker technology to containerise an OBIA workflow in a well-defined FOSS environment. Running the analysis inside a container eliminates the need to recreate the original software environment on the executing
computer. We explore the approach using two software stacks (InterIMAGE, and QGIS in combination with Orfeo ToolBox, SAGA
and Python libraries) to perform an exemplary analysis detecting destruction of buildings in bi-temporal images of a conflict area. The
analysis combines feature extraction techniques with segmentation and object-based analysis to detect changes and to distinguish disappeared buildings from similarly changed non-target structures. The resulting workflow is published as FOSS comprising both the model
and a ready to use Docker image including all required software and data. The presented solution advances OBIA in the following
aspects: higher transparency of methodology; easier reuse and adaption of workflows; better transferability between operating systems;
complete description of software environment; and easy adoption of OBIA workflows by image analysis experts and non-experts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Openness in conducting research is not a new topic, but there
clearly is a recent trend enforcing transparency and availability
under the terms Open Science1 and Open Access2 . All stakeholders in the research process contribute rules, incentives or guidelines to foster openness. For example (a) on the funding side,
the EU requires open access as part of Horizon 20203 and builds
the European Open Science Cloud4 , (b) on the publishing side,
journals such as Science (Nosek et al., 2015) and Bioinformatics
(Peng, 2009) encourage reproducibility, and (c) researchers themselves argue for reproducibility in “Five selfish reasons to work
reproducibly” (Markowetz, 2015) or publish “Ten Simple Rules
for Reproducible Computational Research” (Sandve et al., 2013),
which essentially argue in favour of a proper scientific workflow
simply to be able to reproduce your own results. A core notion
of all of these activities is the ideal to publish data, methods, and
software along with scholarly publications.
A definition of the term reproducibility is far from trivial. It is
even used together with other terms to describe different levels
of recreation. The Vienna Principles’ definition (Kraker et al.,
2016) focuses on traceability, others treat “reproducibility” and
“replicability” either as interchangeable (Gentleman and Lang,
2007) or completely different terms (Goodman et al., 2016).
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For the remainder of this work, we will use “reproduce” and “reproducibility” to say that a third party can run the original analysis using code and data provided by the author of a published
work, and that this execution creates the same processing result
(following a definition by Peng, 2009).
The referenced guides and rules indirectly define general challenges of reproducibility. Computational sciences, such as GEOBIA, face particular challenges. For example the uniqueness of
data (can only be captured once) or processing environments (e.g.
supercomputers) can make real replication of results impossible,
so that trust in the applied methods must be established instead
(Peng, 2011).
To achieve this trust, open sourcing of workflows and the underlying software is crucial. While benefits of free and open source
software (FOSS) for business and security have been documented
widely5 , a more important aspect of FOSS in science is the potential for evaluation and scientific collaboration. The licensing
models6 of FOSS allow to combine individual contributions of
small functional parts into a bigger solution for a problem at
hand. This modularity at the roots of many open source software projects is propagated by the Unix philosophy (Salus, 1994):
Each programme should only provide a specific feature and excel
at it. They must allow (technically and legally) maintenance and
re-purposing by third parties.
A number of publications at GEOBIA conferences over the last
years demonstrate the feasibility of a FOSS approach, for example using ILWIS and MultiSpec (Baldina and Grishchenko, 2014)
or R and GRASS GIS (Van De Kerchove et al., 2014). Specific OBIA FOSS projects exist as well, for example InterIMAGE
(Costa et al., 2010).
When implementing a complex workflow with FOSS, a large
5 See

for example https://opensource.org/advocacy/
case for business.php and https://opensource.com/business/13/12/usingopen-source-software
6 For a quick introduction we recommend http://choosealicense.com/.

number of independent tools are utilised, both visible and invisible to the user. This hampers reproducibility because of compatibility conflicts between different software packages in different
versions. In this study we present an approach to mitigate this
problem by making the whole analysis including software in specific tested versions available through containerisation.
The implemented workflow detects destruction in a bitemporal
image subset of a conflict area and is partly based on previous
work (Knoth and Pebesma, 2014). Analysis of conflict damage
is a use case where an open approach is specifically useful, because non-profit organisations face budget restrictions and, more
importantly, because of the importance of transparency when using complex analysis techniques in politically sensitive environments.
The main contribution of this work is a fully reproducible and
open workflow for geographic object-based image analysis (GEOBIA). It is based on mainstream IT containerisation technology
and a collection of pieces of FOSS for image analysis and geographic information systems (GIS).
The following sections describe the image analysis workflow (Section 2), how it is implemented with FOSS, and how it is made
reproducible using Docker (Section 3). Finally we discuss the
solution and its challenges (Section 4) and conclude with a summary and outlook (Section 5).
2. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS - CONFLICT DAMAGE
ASSESSMENT
2.1

Data

The data for our example analysis are two images of a village
in Darfur, Sudan. They are available online as part of a blog
post by the AAAS Geospatial Technologies Project7 . The copyright holder DigitalGlobe granted permission to re-publish them
as part of this work. The data consists of two preview pictures
of remote sensing imagery showing the village Jonjona (located
roughly at 13.686, 24.979 (latitude, longitude) west of Al-Fashir)
before (December 2004) and after (February 2007) reported attacks in the area (see Figure 1). They were downloaded from the
website in .jpg format, manually georeferenced, resampled to a
spatial resolution of 0.5 metres (approximating the spatial resolution of current commercial very high resolution satellites), and
saved as GeoTIFF files.
2.2

Analysis workflow

The general strategy implemented in this study is to segment the
pre-conflict layer and analyse the resulting segments regarding
their change values using information from the pre- and postconflict temporal layers. The analysis workflow can be divided
into three major steps: (i) feature extraction and segmentation,
(ii) change analysis, and (iii) extraction of dwelling objects from
changed objects. First, a principal component analysis (PCA) is
applied to each file in order to compress the highly redundant
spectral information of the three RGB bands to one dimension,
the first principal component. The first principal components are
then used as temporal layers of a bi-temporal data set. The image
objects, as basic elements of the object-based analysis, are created using the watershed segmentation algorithm, which is based
on the identification of local extrema (OTB Development Team,
2016).
7 American Association for the Advancement of Science,
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Figure 1. Example image of a village in Darfur before (December
2004, top) and after (February 2007, bottom) a reported attack.
c 2016 DigitalGlobe

The segmentation is hampered by the specific structural properties of the objects of interest. Most of the dwellings have conical
roofs. This results in a heterogeneous spectral response of the
differently illuminated parts. Additionally, the buildings are often directly attached to fences or walls, so they sometimes poorly
separate from the background. Earlier studies in similar areas
have shown, that mathematical morphology can be used to eliminate such interfering features (Sulik and Edwards, 2010, Knoth
and Pebesma, 2014). Therefore, a morphological closing operator precedes the segmentation to smooth out small and linear features. The objects resulting from the segmentation are analysed
for structural differences between the two points in time. The basis for this change analysis is the difference in mean edge density
per object. It is calculated after execution of an edge detection
algorithm and used as the change attribute.
We apply two methods to extract the changed objects based on
the change attribute: First, a fixed threshold, which can be tuned
manually to best distinguish between changed and unchanged objects. Second, a k-means cluster analysis on all image objects,
which does not need a predefined threshold. The latter is based
on the assumption that when comparing the change of objects,
disappeared dwellings differ significantly in the change of edge
intensity from unchanged objects. Thus, they can be isolated in
the cluster of highest change values using unsupervised clustering.

Besides the change analysis the objects are further investigated
regarding their extent, their shape and their values in the preconflict morphological closing layer in relation to the unfiltered
layer, i.e. the impact of the closing operator. This allows to better distinguish between changed dwelling structures and other,
similarly changed objects (e.g. fences). The shape of objects is
computed using the Shape Index (Lang and Blaschke, 2007). It
measures how well an object approximates a circle, i.e. the more
the shape differs from a circle, the higher the shape index value.

Figure 3. Post-conflict image with result of the destruction detection using k-means clustering of the change values (Image
c 2016 DigitalGlobe).
3. PACKAGING OF THE GEOBIA WORKFLOW
3.1

Introduction

This section describes two software stacks for a FOSS-based implementation of the damage assessment workflow. They are evaluated to the extent that the respective implementations allow. The
description is limited to the explicitly used pieces of software and
leaves out the numerous underlying (system) libraries.
3.2

QGIS-based automated workflow

3.2.1 Developing the analysis model One implementation is
based on the FOSS GIS QGIS (formerly known as Quantum-GIS,
see QGIS Development Team, 2016). The Processing Framework included in QGIS (Graser and Oyala, 2015) provides access
to native QGIS algorithms as well as a huge number of geoprocessing capabilities of third-party applications without requiring
programming skills. In addition, user-created algorithms written
in Python (Rossum, 1995), and subsequently the processing capabilities of any Python library, can be added.

Figure 2. Overview of the analysis workflow in the graphical
modeller and the role of the different software packages.

The workflow produces three results (see Figure 2). The first
one is a point shapefile showing the centroids of dwelling objects
detected as changed (disappeared/destructed) by the predefined
threshold. The second output is another point shapefile indicating
locations of dwellings belonging to the cluster of highest change
as determined by k-means clustering (shown in Figure 3). The
third product is a polygon shape file of all segments (changed
and unchanged) where only the distinction between dwellings
and other objects has been made. The change cluster (resulting
from k-means clustering) as well as the computed change feature
for each polygon are stored in the corresponding attribute table of
this shapefile. This third result can be used to understand the two
change detection results and to refine the analysis workflow (e.g.
change number of clusters, adapt predefined thresholds etc.).

The processing framework provides a graphical modeller for easy
integration of the various algorithms into complex analysis models. These models can then be run as a whole on a selected set of
input, e.g. layers in the QGIS desktop application.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the analysis steps and the involved
software packages in the described workflow (Section 2.2) along
with a screenshot of the corresponding modeller view. The applied tools comprise Orfeo Toolbox (OTB, see Inglada and
Christophe, 2009) for image processing and segmentation tasks,
native QGIS algorithms e.g. for computing object features based
on the image layers, SAGA GIS (Conrad et al., 2015) for calculating shape attributes, and a user script performing a k-means
algorithm using SciPy (Jones et al., 2016).
3.2.2 Workspace preparation The user workspace comprises
the directories and files shown in Listing 1. They are stored in a
specific directory structure so that the model executor (described
in the next section) can identify them correctly. The contents of
the workspace are
• a subdirectory data with the two original preview images
and the georeferenced data files in TIFF format

• a Python script file, model.py, calling the actual model using the QGIS Python API8
• analogous to the Python user models and scripts directories,
a models and a scripts directory containing respectively
– a .model-file with the user model
– a Python-file with a user algorithm
Listing 1. Workspace directory tree (documentation files not
shown).
/ workspace
| - - data
|
| - - COPYRIGHT
|
| - - Jonjona_after . jpg
|
| - - Jonj ona_befo re . jpg
|
| - - j o n j o n a _ p o s _ c o n f l i c t _ p r o j . tif
|
‘-- j o n j o n a _ p r e _ c o n f l i c t _ p r o j . tif
| - - model . py
| - - models
|
‘-- c o n f l i c t _ d a m a g e _ a s s e s s m e n t . model
‘-- scripts
‘-- k m e a n s _ c l u s t e r i n g _ v 2 .3. py

The full workspace is available on GitHub9 .
3.2.3 Containerisation of workspace and runtime environment After the creation of a QGIS workflow with the QGIS
graphical modeller, the next step is packaging all required parts
of the analysis. We use a powerful tool for DevOps10 called
Docker11 . It provides lightweight virtualisation to package an
application and its dependencies, for example in cloud infrastructures.
In this study, we use a Docker image to encapsulate the GEOBIA
workflow with a well-defined software environment. The image
can be executed anywhere where a Docker host environment is
running, including Linux, Windows, and OSX12 . The image is
build from a human- and machine-readable definition of the complete environment called Dockerfile. It allows a scripted definition of a Docker image, i.e. installation and configuration of
contained software and files, and consequently a replication of
a runtime environment. When an image is started and running
it is called container. A container can be paused, stopped, and
restarted, or be removed from the host. While not being intentioned for it, Docker is a means to ensure long term reproducibility of computational research, as demonstrated for example for R
(Boettiger, 2015). A Docker image suffices to capture the data,
software, and runtime environment in a well-defined manner and
facilitates reproducibility.
In our specific case, the Dockerfile contains commands to install the required software, to copy the workspace into the container at the location /workspace, and to call a Bash13 script
to execute the actual workflow. The installation commands rely
mostly on software packages from the Ubuntu14 and UbuntuGISunstable15 repositories. The exception is SAGA, which is installed from source in a specific version not available in the repositories to solve compatibility issues with QGIS16 .
8 based

on http://docs.qgis.org/testing/en/docs/
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9 https://github.com/nuest/docker-qgis-model
10 http://radar.oreilly.com/2012/06/what-is-devops.html
11 http://docker.io
12 https://docs.docker.com/engine/installation/
13 https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/
14 http://archive.canonical.com/
15 https://launchpad.net/
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16 See http://hub.qgis.org/issues/13279 for details.

The relevant parts of the main Bash script are shown in Listing 2.
Omitted lines contain mostly logging commands. The main statements copy the models and script files from the workspace to the
required QGIS locations and execute the Python script model.py
with a virtual framebuffer using XVFB17 because the container
does not need a physical display. The copy statements use system
environment variables which are shared between the different involved scripts, for example $QGIS MODELSCRIPT resolves to the
value /workspace/model.py.
Listing 2. Excerpt from the main bash script.
cp $Q GI S _M OD E LF IL E
$ Q G I S _ U S E R _ M O D E L D I R / docker . model
cp $ Q G I S _ S C R I P T F I L E $ Q G I S _ U S E R _ S C R I P T D I R
xvfb - run python $ Q G I S _ M O D E L S C R I P T

The Python script initiates and configures the QGIS application,
for example library paths and logging. Then it creates variables
holding the full paths to input and output objects and runs the actual model. Listing 3 shows an excerpt from the file. The runalg
function’s first argument, "model:docker", loads the model in
the file docker.model previously copied to the model directory
by the Bash script.
Listing 3. Excerpt from the Python file for model execution: initiate QGIS and run the model.
app = Qg sApplic ation ([] , True )
Processing . initialize ()
processing . runalg ( " modeler : docker " ,
inputimage_pre , inputimage_post ,
output_result_threshold ,
output_result_kmeans ,
output_result_unclassified )

3.2.4 Running the container The container can be executed
on any local machine or server if Docker is installed. The image
with the analysis is published on Docker Hub18 . Only the first
command shown in Listing 4 is required to run the container, because Docker downloads images automatically from Docker Hub.
Listing 4. Full reproduction commands: run the container from
Docker Hub and extract the result.
docker run -- name jonjona
nuest / docker - qgis - model : knoth - nuest - geobia2016
docker cp jonjona :/ workspace / results
/ tmp / jo nj on a _r es ul t s

The second command copies the output of the workflow to a directory of the host machine. Its contents are shown in Listing 5.
It contains a directory with a timestamp of the current execution,
which contains three shapefiles—the actual model output. The
shapefiles can now be inspected by the user or be processed further. Figure 3 shows a visualisation of the file result kmeans.shp.
Listing 5. Workspace directory tree after execution (supplementary shapefile files, i.e. .dbf, .prj, .qpj, and .shx, and workspace
files (see previous Listing 1 not shown).
/ jo nj o na _r es u lt s
| - - result
|
‘-- 20160706 -122126
|
| - - result_kmeans . shp
|
| - - r e s u l t _ t h r e sh o l d . shp
|
| - - r e s u l t _ u n c l a s s i f i e d . shp
17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xvfb
18 https://hub.docker.com/r/nuest/docker-qgis-model

3.3

InterIMAGE-based application package

InterIMAGE is another potential candidate for a FOSS-based
OBIA workflow. It provides different segmentation algorithms19
including the advanced and widely used multiresolution segmentation (Baatz and Schäpe, 2000) and operators for calculation of
attributes like shape, texture or topological characteristics (Costa
et al., 2010). A so-called batch mode feature20 , available since
version 1.39, allows the automatic execution of InterIMAGE interpretation projects in the form of semantic networks. The networks store the classes and operators to be executed. Nüst and
Knoth (2016) demonstrate running the user interface of the latest
available Linux release (1.27) in a Docker container by sharing a
local X11 socket.
However, several issues hinder the implementation of the presented use case (see Section 2). The software focuses on image
interpretation and not all required algorithms for processing the
image layers (e.g. the edge detection) are available in the basic package. More importantly, the latest available download for
Linux is outdated21 . We were not successful in compiling a later
version of the source code for Linux as part of this work due to a
lack of documentation and community support22 . Currently only
Linux is supported as the operating system inside a container,
but support for multi-platform containers (most importantly Windows) is under development23 . This limitation is not an issue for
most FOSS projects because they are usually platform independent, but a straightforward execution of a InterIMAGE interpretation project within a container is not possible.

4. DISCUSSION
We successfully demonstrate packaging a complete GEOBIA
workflow using FOSS. The created package is transferable between machines (different host operating systems as well as desktop and cloud platforms) and all tools are available free of charge.
Our experiments show that because of the numerous involved
tools in different versions and potential conflicts between them,
containerisation is useful not only for reproducibility by third parties, but also for the original development of an FOSS-based analysis.
However, the approach still has shortcomings when it comes to
the overarching goal of reproducible research. First, the presented solution is a one-off effort to containerise a specific workflow. It lacks a strict standardisation beyond the docker run
command. Only experienced users can trace the command flow
within the container. The currently used scripts are tailored to
the actual use case, especially in the case of the file model.py.
While most of the file is already generic, namely preparing the
QGIS environment, logging, and clocking statements, the actual
call to the algorithm is specific to the model. This part of the
script should be split up so that only the relevant three to four
lines of code must be provided by the workflow author.
Second, the Dockerfile installs automatically the latest available versions of software from the repositories. This proofed to
19 http://wiki.dpi.inpe.br/doku.php?
id=interimage:operators documentation
20 http://wiki.dpi.inpe.br/doku.php?id=interimage:batch processing
21 Version
1.27,
see
http://www.lvc.ele.pucrio.br/projects/interimage/download
22 https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/interimage/924t-uZrAMs
23 See
https://blog.docker.com/2016/04/docker-windows-server-tp5/
and https://www.docker.com/microsoft

be tricky during development of the use case with incompatibilities or missing features of libraries, resulting in a specific compatible version of one software to be installed manually. Software can be installed in specific versions, but creating these install statements manually is not user-friendly. While the used
UbuntuGIS community repository simplifies installation tremendously, the ability to download, build, and install a software package from source within the Dockerfile was crucial to complete
the use case at hand.
Third, the approach does not enforce best practices for reproducible research, such as versioning scripts, but could easily accommodate them, for example by putting a git repository inside
the workspace directory (Ram, 2013).
Fourth, a general issue is the availability of open data. Especially
in GEOBIA, where very high resolution imagery plays an important role in many analyses, the applied images are often not freely
available. In these cases it is not possible to publish the data along
with the analysis workflow and software.
Finally, the applied FOSS solutions, at the current stage, cannot
compete with commercial software packages, such as eCognition, regarding usability and functionality in OBIA. The available functions of FOSS tools already provide a substantial set of
algorithms and the analysis is created with a user-friendly interactive modeller in a Desktop environment. But the number of
actual OBIA operations in the modeller is limited. They can only
partially be re-created, e.g. by combination of other algorithms.
However, since FOSS tools are easily extensible, the missing
functionality can be contributed as new functions or independent
tools. Therefore, we see a high potential for open-source software in OBIA, especially if a growing community of users can
be established, who can become active contributors and lead the
development of new algorithms.
5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Docker containers and a combination of established free and open
source GIS and image analysis software facilitate reproducible
GEOBIA. We build and distribute a container to carry all required
software and data in a transparent manner. This is a breakthrough
for creating a transferable and executable package of a GEOBIA
workflow. The presented analysis goes well beyond simple processing by successfully integrating a large set of tools into a complex multi-step analysis. The shortcomings discussed in the previous section are mostly related to usability. Therefore we see the
following potential for future work.
With respect to standardisation, an open standard for packaging
GEOBIA software and workflows would allow to follow similar
approaches with different software stacks. This opens new possibilities for reviews of scientific work and collaboration between
researchers.
The current solution is also mostly useful for users with software
development and Linux experience. User interfaces that are delivered to a browser via HTTP can mitigate this limitation and
provide a good user experience across platforms.
There is a need for documentation and ready-to-use templates
for packaging as well as a user-friendly automation of packaging workflows, for example an “Export to Container”-button in
the QGIS workflow modeller. A standardised format would also
allow to create new services to store, share, and execute GEOBIA
workflow packages in cloud infrastructures.

With respect to interaction with the container, it would be possible to pass on parameters or external datasets into the container,
for example via environment variables or mounting directories
as volumes into the container. This way users can manipulate
an analysis’ parameters or quickly apply a complete workflow to
their own data.
Regarding the outputs of the container, the presented solution
lacks clear information about the result of the analysis, besides
the log file and the created output files. More research on improving the result interpretation is required to enable machine-based
output validation and better result visualisation for users.
But the tools are just one part of the deal: To reach high userfriendliness and adoption of an approach similar to this demonstration, we see a high demand in education of the current and
next generation of OBIA users in programming and open source
technologies. Although there are commonalities across all scientific disciplines, domain specific requirements demand targeted
examples/course material, high-quality specialised FOSS, and best
practises of common use cases. The challenge starts with a definition of reproducibility specifically for (GE)OBIA (Baker, 2016).
This important next step needs an open discourse in the GEOBIA
community, to which this work intends to contribute.
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